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Smalltalk Best Practice PatternsPrentice Hall, 1996
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Programming in Objective-C, Third Edition (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Dennis Ritchie at AT&T Bell Laboratories pioneered the C programming language in
	the early 1970s. However, this programming language did not begin to gain widespread
	popularity and support until the late 1970s.This was because, until that time, C compilers
	were not readily available for commercial use outside of Bell Laboratories....
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The Ruby Way, Second Edition: Solutions and Techniques in Ruby Programming (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Ruby is an agile object-oriented language, borrowing some of the best features from LISP, Smalltalk, Perl, CLU, and other languages. Its popularity has grown tremendously in the five years since the first edition of this book.
 

The Ruby Way takes a “how-to” approach to Ruby...
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Python Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Testing has always been a part of software development. For decades, comprehensive testing was defined by complex manual test procedures backed by big budgets; but something revolutionary happened in 1998. In his Guide to Better Smalltalk, Smalltalk guru Kent Beck introduced an automated test framework called SUnit. This triggered an...
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pytest Quick Start Guide: Write better Python code with simple and maintainable testsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the pytest way to write simple tests which can also be used to write complex tests

	
		Key Features

		
			Become proficient with pytest from day one by solving real-world testing problems
	
			Use pytest to write tests more efficiently
	
			Scale from simple to complex...
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Guide to ILDJIT (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	We are all familiar with the time-honored idea of a Virtual Machine that is neutral
	with respect to computer architecture and can be used to execute a high-level
	language, after its translation to the VM byte-code. This approach can be found in
	several successful mono-language systems, that support popular languages such as
	Java or...
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